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Mid-spatial frequency errors of near-perfect mirrors can 
be reduced by deposition through a computer-generated 
mask without degrading the superpolish. Experimental 
results are presented. 
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Introduction 

Mildly aspheric mirrors can be polished to within a few 
nm of the desired figure. The residual is typically mid- 
spatial frequency errors. Sandia has developed a coating 
process that can reduce this residual at least threefold. 
An evaporative source deposits -10 nm of Si0 on the 
mirror, which is spatially modulated by a transmission 
mask mounted -20 mm above the mirror. The mask 
has a square array (100-pn spacing) of holes with 
diameters varying from 30 to 70 pn. The micro- 
roughness of superpolished mirrors is not noticeably 
degraded by this process. 

Proof-of-concept experiments have been run to 
show that the process can correct mid-spatial frequency 
errors purposely polished into a flat. Interferograms of 
the damaged mirror and the deposition show the 
scheme's promise. 

Background 

The SandidATgtT extreme-W lithography (EUVL) 
program motivated this research. Their 4-mirror 
cameras need to be diffraction-limited at h = 13-nm. 
The best aspheric mirrors' have rms surface errors due to 
mid-spatial frequency errors of 0.7 nm to 1 nm. 
Typically the peak-to-peak surface departures are -5 nm 
and the feature widths ranged tiom 3 mm to 20 mm on 
63-mm parts. An EUVL camera made with these 
mirrors would be nowhere near diffraction-limited-In 
fact, the errors need to be reduced fivefold. 

This idea of coating through a mask is not new- 
John Stron? and other? tried to use it to turn large 
spheres into parabolas. The -100-pn-thick coatings 
were granular and too rough for optical use. 

Ion-beam material removal has been tried as a 
method for reducing mirror aberrations? Unfortunately 
the ion beam roughens the surface wherever there is 
subsurface damage due to grinding. Extensive polishing 
may remove this damage;' and maybe not. . . 
Design of a Deposition System 

This coating scheme works where previous ones did not 
because theerrors to be fixed are small, -5 nm, so the 
coatings are thin, c10 nm. Also, the evaporative 
source of Si0 produces an atomistic flux which 
produces a smooth, amorphous film. Furthermore, 
modem photolithographic mask fabrication allows us to 
use tiny, closely spaced holes with well-controlled 
diameters. 
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The following system geometry was chosen: The 
sourceto-mask distance is 195 mm and the mirror-to- 
mask distance is 19.5 mm. Thmfore the 20-mm- 
diameter source creates a 2-mm-diameter image on the 
mirror. This is comfortably smaller than the 3-mm to 
20-mm features to be fixed. The mask‘s hole pattern is 
a 100-pm square grid so the 2-mm s o w  blur will 
cause an overlap of -300 holes at any point on the 
mirror. This grid pattern causes a periodic thickness 
variation of the coating. For this geometry, the rms 
variation is 0.72% of the average thickness. 

The mask is a thin coppr coating on a 7 5 - p -  
thick stainless-steel sheet. The holes are created 
photolithographically in the copper coating. Then the 
steel under the holes is chemically milled away leaving 
an accurate hole pattern in a mask that is fairly robust. 

Designing a Mask 

To correct a specific mirror, one first takes an 
interferogram of it. Next, smooth this data by fitting a 
general polynomial to it. Finally, the locally-averaged 
mask transmission is calculated, which will be described 
next. 

The coating thickness profile, H(x,y), is a 
convolution;6 

The mask transmission is T(x,y) and the source’s image 
on the mirror as seen through one pinhole is S(x,y). 
What are known are S(x,y) and H (x,y), with T(x,y) to 
be determined. This convolution is a double integral so 
calculating T(x,y) directly would be a mess . . . 
F o r t ~ ~ t e l y  there is a simpler way. 

The Fourier transform (FT) of a convolution is the 
product of the Fourier transforms of the two 
components; so in FT space, 

where (a$) are the FT variables. The source image is 
smaller than the errors to be fixed so its FT is wider 
than h(a;p) and non-zero. Hence we can divide Eq. (2) 
by s(a;p) yielding the transform of the mask 
transmission, 

(3) 

A summary of the mask design process is as 
follows: (1) Take an interferogram of the surface to be 
corrected and smooth it with a polynomial fit (e.g., 
Zemike polynomials). (2) Take the Fourier transform 
of the surface error. (3) Compute and divide by the FT 

of the source image. (4) Take the inverse Fourier 
transform, which is the locally averaged mask 
transmission. (5) Sample T(x,y) to determine the hole 
sizes in the mask. Perhaps the most difficult part of the 
program was making the connections between these 
steps. 

Proof-of-Principle Experiments 

A chamber capable of lO-’-Torr operation had to be 
fitted with hardware to locate the mirror, mask, Si0 
source, and the resistive heating system. A quarb 
crystal micmbalance deposition controller was also 
needed. 

Early experiments allayed many of our fears about 
the roughness of 10-nm to 40-nm thick coatings. The 
first experiments showed that evaporated Si0 does not 
demonstrate “island deposition.” Also, surface 
roughness measurements with an atomic force 
microscope indicated that this process does not 
measurably de@ a superpolished surface (0.25-nm 
rms roughness). After these preliminaries we felt ready 
to try to fut a mirror. 

For our pmf-of-principle experiment we chose to 
reduce the aberrations on a flat mirror-The process can 
be extended to EUVL camera mirrors later. An 
interferogram of the entea 15 mm of our test optic is 
shown in Fig. 1. A smoothed version of this wavefront 
error was computed by fitting 37 Z e d e  polynomials 
to it. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the low spatial 
hquency components are faithfully reproduced. The 
mask transmission was designed and then modeled using 
a different code (Fig. 3). 

Significant money and time were invested in 
making the abetrated flat and then making a mask to 
correct it. Considering our limited experience (as of 
11/95), we decided to deposit the designed coating on a 
good flat before we risked the one and only abenated 
flat. Figure 4 is an interferogram of the first deposit 
through the mask-and it looks very similar to the 
design (Fig. 3). By plan, this coating was made five 
times too thick to facilitate interferometry. 
Calculations showed that if it had been the right 
thickness and deposited of the original abmated part, it 
would have reduced the rms wavefront error by a factor 
of three. 

Summary and Future Work 

A process has been demonstrated that reduces the mid- 
spatial fkquency errors of very good mirrors. It is 
expected to be able to reduce therms errors on a 15-mm 
test flat threefold. A 37-term Zernike expansion is now 
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being used to smooth the interferogram. A higher 
fidelity smoothing function might give a 5x reduction. 

Our next goal is to fix the test mirror. Then we will 
modify the code and apparatus so larger flats (75-mm?) 
can be improved. After that, we will attempt spherical 
mirrors, which leads us to our goal: the improvement of 
EUVL cameras mirrors. 
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Figure 1. Interferogram of aberrated flat mirror. The 
vertically lined areas on the left and right are low and 
the others are all high. 

Figure 2. This “grey scale” plot is the polynomial fit to 
Figure 1. 

Figure 3. “Grey scale plot” of the calculated deposition 
profile. 

Figure 4. Interferogram of deposition on a good flat. 
The top and bottom regions are low and the side regions 
are high. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use- 
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe- 
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac- 
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom- 
menhtion, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 


